Parents:
Strengthen
family by
changing
your focus
Our son has never been
a great student, but
the stakes are higher
now that he’s in high
school, and we can’t
get him to understand
that. Nothing we’ve
tried has worked — he
just doesn’t care about
getting good grades.
What can we do?
You might try taking a whole new approach
 not only in how you deal with your son,
—
but in how you view your family. The idea is to
focus on family strengths instead of problems.
While the idea might seem appropriate only for eternal optimists, a new book,
“Strong Families, Successful Students: Helping Teenagers Reach Their Full Academic
Potential,” suggests that this approach works
for most families, but admittedly is probably
more challenging than focusing on problems
and assigning blame. Let’s face it: When you
see your children making poor decisions, you
want to be sure they know where you stand.
Saying something may not be pleasant, but
it’s relatively easy. But it rarely works.
The book, written by an Ohio State University professor of human development
and family science, is supported by years of
research. The basic idea is this: Families are
basically a system of complex interactions.
Rarely do you see a simple “action” causing
an expected “reaction” — family relationships
are too complicated for that — especially with
teenagers. Most teens tune out the moment
they hear a whisper of criticism in your voice.
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The answer is not to ignore the problem,
but, as the book suggests, “park” it on the
side as you work on focusing on basic family
strengths, which include:
• Sharing a common ideology.
• Understanding each others’ talents and
abilities.
• Being kind to each other and to others.
• Knowing how to find and use resources
wisely.
• Knowing how to work together to solve
problems.
Sounds good, you say ... but exactly how
can a parent put those ideas into practice? The
book outlines a series of steps designed to empower parents to guide the family in defining
and working toward success. The guidelines
build on a refreshing premise: That parents
can be (and should be) the experts when it
comes to their own families.
The author, Stephen Gavazzi, spent years
researching these concepts in a program
he developed called “Growing Up FAST,” a
family strengthening program that eventually focused on delinquency prevention. The
youths in families that went through the
program were much less likely to commit
new crimes over the next nine months than
those in families who didn’t take part (18
percent vs. 60 percent). Gavazzi believes the
basic concepts can work for any family: Try it
and see if it’s helpful for yours.
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